
L  pstick
Personality Test

1. Slant keeps close to original 
slant and tip shape. 
· Abides by the rules

· Great follower

· Does not like too much attention

· A little self-conscious

· Somewhat reserved

· Likes a schedule

· May occasionally color hair to attract 
attention

2. Rounded, smooth tip. 
· Easy going

· Peacemaker

· Even-tempered

· Steady

· Likable

· Generous

3. Sharp-angled tip. 
· Opinionated

· High-spirited

· Dislikes schedules

· Selective of friends

· Outgoing

· Likes attention

· Argumentative

4. Sharp-angled but curved tip. 
· Creative

· Enthusiastic

· Energetic

· Talkative

· Loves attention

· Falls in love easily

· Helpful

· Needs schedule, but dislikes one


5. Rounded tip to a point. 
· Lovable

· Family-oriented

· A "doer"

· Can give orders easily

· Domestic

· Exaggerates sometimes

· Stubborn over little things

· Needs people around


6. Flat top. 
· To the point

· High morals

· Needs approval

· Careful about appearances

· Very dependable

· Conservative

· Quick mind

· Loves challenges

7. Flat top concave. 
· Makes a great detective

· Makes friends easily

· Inquisitive

· Adventurous

· A prober

· Complex

· Exciting

· Loves challenges

7. Sharp angles both sides. 
· Spiritual

· Curious

· Seeks attention

· Mysterious

· Big ego

· Faithful

· Looks for easy way

· Loves life

· Loves challenges
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Tube Tales Admiration, inspiration, and the secret shape of your lipstick.

Smooth  
Mover  

You’re the epitome of 
calm, swirling and 

twirling your tube as 
you use it. Your easy-

going nature, your 
penchant for peace 

and lovable 
personality make you 
a wonderful friend — 
and an in-comparable 
lifetime companion. 

Sure, you have 
surprises, but you 
save those for the 

people closest to you. 
They also get to enjoy 
your generous heart, 
your sweet smile and 
your calming effect. 

Lucky them.  

Slanted  
View 

You’re one for order 
and perfection. 

That’s why your lip-
stick looks almost as 
good as a new tube. 
Its sharp edge ex-

presses a true need 
for organization. And 
that’s a good thing! 

Along with your  
honesty, your focus 
and your schedules, 
you’re bound to be 
something great. 

People turn to you 
for advice — and you 
turn to simplicity for 
your happiness. Life 

without a mess is 
kind of nice, no?  

Curves 
Ahead  

Without a challenge, 
you’re bored! You 
press on your lip-

stick hard — a sign 
of your intense drive 
and passion for life. 
And your opinions 
might get you into 

trouble if you weren’t 
such a people per-

son. In fact, the 
bigger the party, the 
better! You thrive on 
personal contact and 

activity. It’s what 
makes you happy — 
and what makes you 
the fabulous person 

that you are. You 
avoid schedules, but 

you need them to 
stay on track … and 

out of stress. Let 
work go sometimes 
and enjoy yourself!  

Lookin’  
Sharp  

Girl, there’s never a 
dull moment with 

you! By swirling the 
tip around as you 

use it, you create the 
perfect point — kind 
of like the center of 
attention. You love 
adventure, you’re 

outgoing, and you’re 
pretty choosy about 
the company you 

keep. Maybe that’s 
why you’re more of 

an independent than 
most of your friends, 
but that’s okay! You 
like to choose what 
you’re going to do 
and when you’re 

going to do it. You 
may be opinionated, 

but you’re also  
impulsive. And that’s 
pretty hard to resist 

On The  
Level  

There won’t be any 
funny business from 

you. You tell it just like 
it is, just like your flat-
topped lipstick. And 
even though you’re 
often shy, we know 

still waters run deep. 
And you thrive in 

challenging situations. 
But watch out! Your 

conservative 
tendencies may mean 
you have a high need 
for approval. Forget 

about everyone else, 
and remember that 

you’re a romantic and 
a dreamer 

underneath. As far as 
friends go, you’re 

true-blue. And there’s 
no bigger compliment 
in the world than that.  

With 36 Shades of rich, creamy, glorious 
color in our Mary Kay® Gel Semi-Matte, Gel 

Semi-Shine and Supreme Hydrating 
Lipstick collections, there’s no better time 

to experiment, to play and have fun! 

Ahh … there’s nothing quite as inspiring as a tube of lipstick. Since the time we were little, lipstick has always 
fascinated, captivated and amused us. Whether we were playing dress-up, wearing it on the sly or making an 
entrance in our fave color, that little tube of tempting color has always played an important role in our lives.   

So what does it all mean? Just turn to the tube. Research shows that the actual curve of your Rich Red, the 
flatness of your Mocha Freeze or the slant of your Black Raspberry says a lot about what kind of person you 
are. We all know that color is indicative of our personality or mood, but what about the shape? It could be 
more telling than you’ve ever imagined. So grab a couple of tubes and start comparing. You’ll be surprised 
what your lipstick reveals!


